FREELANCERS

What has been done individually this week?

Yağız Kargın
In the first days I have searched about Me.dium and plug-in making. I have set up Me.dium’s plug-in to my Firefox. Then I have used it.
After Wednesday, when our project subject has been changed, I started thinking of new innovative ideas about what/how we can do in the project.

Caner Kavakoğlu
After the change in project topic, I started to think again for new innovative ideas and what can give us inspiration. Me.dium part was too strict for us to come with a new idea. So I collect some information about Me.dium and discussed with our assistant.
With the new coming subject changes, improvements and discussions with my friends, I classified the problem in my head and do researches to related sites and collected their offers and their vulnerable/missing parts. With all these researches I get the feeling of Web 2.0’s advantages and their problems/

A. Kutlu Şahin
After the decision of specialization for our topic we had to come up with new innovative ideas. So I also studied to find these ideas as my group mates. I discussed the usefulness of these ideas with my assistant and people outside of the project.

Serhat Alyurt
Up to project draw, I have collected some documents about presumptive technologies that we will use throughout this year. Between draw and Wednesday meeting which Mr. Çallı and group members gathered together, I searched the abilities of Me.dium, attempted to find innovative ideas. After Wednesday meeting I thought about the eventual project and discussed it with my group friends, Mr. Çallı and my other friends.

What will be done individually next week?

Yağız Kargın
I have given the topics JSP, Java, Apache Server, Tomcat Server. I will search about the topics and make a small presentation about how we can use these concepts.

Caner Kavakoğlu
I have taken the Jabber part of the project to research and present it to my friends. I’ll also get information on “Facebook” and its application creation theme and how it works, what can we do and how can we improve that. And of course I’ll dig into “Facebook” and take out the treasures buried there.

A. Kutlu Şahin
We decided to share topics and tools which we will use to make this project. I will study the main concepts of AJAX, XML and Java Script than I will make a small presentation of these topics for may group mates.

Serhat Alyurt

As my group friends, I also took a topic to present it. I will study UML up to Friday and present it to my group friends.